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Milestone win for USC coach

Ray Tanner grabs 1,000th career triumph Sunday in Nashville

Ed Neubau
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC coach Ray Tanner got his 1,000th victory as a college head coach Sunday as the Gamecocks took two out of three games from Vanderbilt in Nashville, led by a masterful pitching performance in the rubber game by senior Jay Brown.

"I'm on top of the world," Feeney said. "I'm on top of the world." Feeney said. "The defense really looked..." Brown said. "I think I have one of the better jobs in..." Tanner said. "He figured in with..."

Ed Neuhaus
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Gamecocks’ weekend victory over Vanderbilt marked the 1,000th win for USC coach Ray Tanner.

The annual University Scholars Day brought potential students and their parents, many of whom were impressed by the opportunities offered at USC.

“What is usually considered vandalism has inspired an..." Scrivens said. “This level of involvement sends a clear..."

Scholars Day brings fresh faces

Contestants impress experts with strength, appearance in annual competition

Derek Legate
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Storm Thurmond Wellness and Fitness Center was bustling with activity and energy Saturday, but not from students playing basketball or running on the track or on the “University for South Carolina,” but the “University for South Carolina.”

From podiatry students to physical therapists to students in between, the excitement of soon-to-be high school graduates and their families could be felt and heard at the annual University Scholars Day, where USC put its best foot forward to convey high school seniors that USC is the best choice for them.

The routine was slightly different for the women. During the cocktail dress portion of the event, contestants introduced themselves to do their unique..." Myron Berry said. "I'm pleased with how USC gives more scholarships to students than do other colleges, such as Clemson.

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The annual University Scholars Day brought potential students and their parents, many of whom were impressed by the opportunities offered at USC.

“Other schools have gotten too big for themselves," Berry said. "He believes USC is more supportive of families who don’t necessarily need or want financial aid.

“This school is looking for merit, not financial aid," Berry said. "Other schools have gotten too big for themselves," Berry said.

What is usually considered vandalism has inspired an expressive form of art on display at the Columbia Museum.

Myron Berry, a parent of a visiting high school senior, said he was impressed by the quality and quantity of the contestants.

The Gamecocks managed only four hits on the day off of VU pitching, but one of those hits came at an especially important time. Junior third baseman Adam Morgan doubled in Marley Beary with two outs, giving Carolina an important insurance run that put the Gamecocks up 2-0.

Tanner ● 10

The men’s figure champion and owns the female record of eight.

This year, nine women signed up to top contestants improve each year, and..." Myron Berry, a parent of a visiting high school senior, said he was impressed by the quality and quantity of the contestants.

The Gamecocks were able to clinch the series after beating the No. 20 Commodores straight SEC series for the first time in school history Saturday in Columbia.

For Miss USC, Salle Horner placed first, Ashley Teague placed second, Bonney third and Ashley Teague, who placed..." Myron Berry said. "I'm pleased with how USC gives more scholarships to students than do other colleges, such as Clemson.
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Health Care Reform

U.S. Rep. James Clyburn spoke about health care reform during the third annual James E. Clyburn Health Disparities Lecture Friday morning. The event, sponsored by the Arnold School of Public Health, was part of a lecture series that coincides with national Public Health Week. The lecture series is a joint effort between Clafl in University and USC’s Institute for Partnerships to Eliminate Health Disparities.

“I am honored to be delivering this lecture at an historic time in our nation with regards to health care,” Clyburn said in a press release. “Health disparities are always in the forefront of my service in Washington, and I am pleased that as we celebrate Public Health Week, we have the opportunity to refl ect on real positive changes for public health in America.”

According to a press release, the event was meant to bring together researchers and public health professionals “to discuss ways to eliminate the public health disparities for diseases prevalent among South Carolina minority residents.”

— Compiled by News Editor Kara Apel

Organization holds fundraiser for trip to national conference

National Association of Black Accountants aims to strengthen minority professionalism

Derek Logghe

The National Association of Black Accountants held a breakfast fundraiser at Applebee’s on Broad River Road Saturday morning.

USC Chapter President Justin Muller, a third-year accounting student, said the group is fundraising to travel to its national conference in Houston this summer.

Muller said the organization went to the Atlanta conference in October last year, and they hope to go again during the summer in order “to promote black professionalism at its finest.”

Since 1969, NABA has sought to strengthen the infl uence of minorities in the accounting and finance professions. Some of its mission statements include promoting and developing the professional skills of its members, ensuring long-term financial stability, providing adequate resources to implement chapter, regional, and national programs and encouraging and assisting minority students in entering the accounting profession.

NABA participates in humanitarian activities throughout the year. It helped out during the MLK Day of Service and the Tiger Burn and has its own events, such as HalloWonka, Books for the Holidays and a canned food drive with the New Life Baptist Church.

NABA decided to work at Applebee’s after third-year accounting student Tiffany Brown made the suggestion.

“My aunt and her sorority did one there so she suggested it to me,” Tiffany Brown said. “I thought it was a great idea.”

Muller said the people working at the restaurant were very helpful and willing to give extensions due to time constraints.

Douglas Brown, a second-year accounting and international business student, is the vice president of professionalism and said the Moore School of Business is one of the sponsors that funds its operations. Douglas Brown said the group writes letters to explain its initiatives to sponsors.

The organization, which welcomes those majoring and minoring in business, has “Lifting as we Climb” as its offi cial motto, but the students at USC created their own, known as “Professional at its finest.”

Douglas Brown said this is only their third year of active status here at USC, and they are making strides to build rapport.

Chad Peery, a fourth-year accounting student and former NABA president, is very confident about the future of the organization after he leaves college to work in Los Angeles for an internship.

“Justin Muller has been a good right-hand man and will do a superb job,” Peters said. “Overall, they are a strong suit of students that are underrepresented, but it’s our third year. We [are] making big moves.”
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The State of Columbia reported that no state rules were broken by the bid cancellations earlier this month, but architects said the unannounced move so late in the bidding process was costly for them.

Lately, city financier Darla Moore has donated millions of dollars to USC. As a university trustee, the businesswoman is partly what attracted her to the University.

McDonald, whose husband's firm Watson Tate Savory was one of those members going through the process of trying to get shortlisted because of the wishes of a donor.

Architects, said it is very unusual to cancel a bidding process because of funding problems, Adrienne Montare, president of the South Carolina chapter of the American Institute of Architects, said it is very unusual to cancel a bidding process because of the wishes of a donor.

“It is a rare event that a project is advertised and that our members go through the process of trying to get shortlisted and to have that pulled from the public process,” said Montare, who represents the business sector that will bear her name, “said former South Carolina Gov.

She is a university trustee, the business sector that will bear her name, “said former South Carolina Gov.

“University honors Confederacy

The Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — The dump over Virginia's proclamation or Confederate History Month seems like a lot of noise over something that “doesn’t amount to diddly,” Mississippi Governor Bob McDonnell said.

Raphael Vinoly Architects who were among the finalists for the contract. She would not comment to the newspaper for its story.
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Kara Tedder, a high school senior from Beaufort, didn't need the Scholars Day was, considering what a large school USC is.

Most of all, she said she valued the importance USC expressed of encouraging students to stay true to themselves while in college.

impressed she was with how organized and well-scheduled Scholars Day was, considering what a large school USC is.

The dustup over Virginia's proclamation or Confederate History Month seems like a lot of noise over something that “doesn’t amount to diddly,” Mississippi Governor Bob McDonnell said.

Tedder said. “She's the only one I've got.”
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The dustup over Virginia's proclamation or Confederate History Month seems like a lot of noise over something that “doesn’t amount to diddly,” Mississippi Governor Bob McDonnell said.

Kara Tedder, a high school senior from Beaufort, didn't need the Scholars Day was, considering what a large school USC is.

Most of all, she said she valued the importance USC expressed of encouraging students to stay true to themselves while in college.
Carolina breaches business etiquette

Every spend big bucks on a date and never get a call back? That’s kind of what happened to four Columbia firms incurring the bid for the new Moore School of Business.

Except they didn’t waste it. It was more like $50,000.

According to an article in The State, “USC taxes bids, donor chooses architects,” by Jeff Wilkinson, USC, in the near future will be handing out the money. This was after the firms spent time their time and money.

There is a name for that kind of move, and the Daily Gamecock encourages it. Figure 1 is will to print it. Suffice to say, this move shows a lack of respect for business manners.

Government’s power to decide between life and death for citizens could have destructive consequences

Reports made earlier in the year about secret orders by the Obama administration to authorize the assassination of members of the Al-Qaeda, Al-Walikhi is, an American-born Islamic cleric, Anwar Al-Awlaki, is on a proverbial hit list used by the Government’s power to decide whether the government wouldn’t give foreign terrorist nationals in the U.S. accused of terrorist activities to be taken out. On the subject of the Al-Qaeda administration, lead by the Bush administration, but it was never used on American citizens. President Obama ordered the CIA to kill Anwar Al-Awlaki wherever he is found, even if he’s on a battlefield. It would seem that we are progressing from Guantanamo Bay, where we hold terrorist subjects without charging them and use torture as a means to gain evidence, to now giving the government the right to just shoot them. Before the government wouldn’t give foreign terrorist suspects due process or access to an attorney; now those restrictions are enhanced even more with regard to American citizens. Foreign citizens Americans didn’t seem to care when the civil rights of non-Americans were taken away once and time again. Maybe they will care when those rights are taken away from American citizens. When same constitutional rights apply to foreigners as well as American citizens.

Anwar Al-Awlaki is believed to be an operative of al-Qaeda, according to intelligence officials in the Obama administration. Even though he advocates the overthrow of the U.S. government, he has not attempted to overthrow the government and therefore is not committing treason but just stirring stuff. I’m sure the intelligence officials are right that Al-Awlaki is the mastermind behind numerous terrorist plots. It’s not like they ever get anything wrong before (Iraq War). Well, we will never know if he is the mastermind behind these terrorist plots because the special forces killed him about 45 bodies in his hole.

While the Bush administration should be held responsible for its atrocities in regard to the assassination of American citizens while making the ultimate tyrannical executive power for war crimes. When will the cries against the Bush administration be answered? After the administration has made the ultimate tyrannical executive power for war crimes. When will the cries against the Obama administration be answered? This power grab will inevitably, if our government instead of making the ultimate tyrannical executive power for war crimes. When will the cries against the Bush administration be answered? After the administration has made the ultimate tyrannical executive power for war crimes. When will the cries against the Obama administration be answered? This power grab will inevitably, if not during Obama’s administration, lead to Americans in the U.S. accused of terrorist activities to be taken out. Take something that somebody could do with this type of power. He or she can have any political enemies or people who disagree with their policies to take out. This is a partisan issue, so conservatives and liberals should agree to buy into non-ideological rhetoric stating that this policy is needed to win the War on Terror. The change platform that Obama ran on seems to be changing from the current oligarchic Kromlakovich in Washington, D.C. to an absolute dictatorship. The impact of the government’s ability to murder U.S. citizens overseas cannot be overestimated. The government should be held accountable for its atrocities in regard to the assassination of American citizens.

It’s your right

The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s Viewpoints page is to foster an open discussion in the University of South Carolina community. All published authors are expected to have a balanced argument to back their views. The Daily Gamecock encourages readers to voice opinions and offers three methods: Editorial, Viewpoints, and Letters. Letters editor, guest columnists and feedback on the publication should be submitted to gamecockeditor@sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words in length and include the author’s name.

I’m not a smoker, so this won’t affect my life, but some people are opposing why the Senate approved the bill to raise the tax on all cigarettes. Everyone on the Senate floor is willing to print it. Suffice to say, this move shows a lack of respect for business manners.
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**Post-Graffiti on display**

Street art exhibit featured at Columbia Museum of Art

street art with traditional works

Mary Catherine Armstrong

**The Mix**
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**Colin's Trailer Park**

Remakes of 'Elm Street,' 'A-Team' heading to theaters soon

Colin Campbell

**The Daily Gamecock**

**What to Watch**

April 12-15

Lindsay Wolfe

**The Daily Gamecock**

1. "Glee" (Fox, 9:28 p.m., April 11)

\[Image\]

Held "There's no death for a guy who won't win. The only problem is that it comes on right smack in the middle of last year's Peabody winner, "Lost," which it escaped away from its highly-anticipated series finale. Luckily for you, however, both come up on Elsie at 3 a.m. on Wednesday. We recommend tuning in for the first "Glee" in..."

2. "Modern Family" (ABC, 9 p.m., April 10)

Christopher Lloyd and Steven Levitan's mocumentary-style sitcom also earned a Peabody this year, thanks to sharp writing from the "Frasier" vet's. Tune in tonight for the season premiere of "Modern Family.""It's like a combo of "Brecht" and "Machinal," which has Its (Ed O'Neil) putting down the model airplanes and ceasing the squabbling (if only for a moment) with his estranged wife, Claire (Edie Falco), to join forces with son-in-law Phil (Matthew Broderick) and Emma (Jayma Mays). Does this mean a half-season full of convergence obstacles to their romance? We really, really hope not.

3. "Doctor Who" (BBC America, 9 p.m., April 17)

The Doctor is back! And no, Hugh Laurie hasn't gone native on BBC. The chronicles..."
of everyone’s favorite 96-year-old, time-traveling, intergalactic warrior returns Saturday. If, like most people, you don’t understand how a show that premiered in 1963 and has broadcast 758 episodes could maintain continuity after switching show runners and lead actors every couple years, tune in at 8 p.m. for “The Ultimate Guide,” which will take a look at the series’ long-standing mythology. The main event starts at 9 p.m. with the unveiling of the show’s 11th Doctor, played by Matt Smith, whose inaugural episode sees him saving the world from galactic policemen on quite a deadline.

4. “30 Rock” (NBC, 8-9 p.m., April 22) Have you been hurting for new episodes of “30 Rock”? How about the reprisal of Julianne Moore’s questionable Boston accent as Nancy, Jack Donaghy’s high school crush? Time in Thursday for a double dose of the NBC comedy, with two episodes sandwiching a new episode of “The Office.” In “Lee Marvin vs. Derek Jeter,” Jack (Alec Baldwin) will finally have to make a choice between Nancy and Avery (Elizabeth Banks). And later, at 9:30, Jack will have to make another tough choice to appease the NBC janitors in “Khonani.” Of course all that pales next to the show’s best bromance, as Kenneth (Jack McBrayer) will try to teach Tracy (Tracy Morgan) how to become a better husband.

Comments on this story? E-mail sagocketc@mailbox.sc.edu
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Inside the Box • By Marlene Lovett / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events

What: 2nd Year Women’s Time
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: Russell House, Room 315

What: 1st Year Women’s Time
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 205

What: Students for Life Meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 304

What: Mountaineering and Whitewater Club meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Nursing 221

What: BOLSA meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Gambrell 152

What: Amnesty International meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 315

What: Navigator Bible Study
When: 8:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 303

SPORTS SCHEDULE

Softball
UK, LSU, Alabama
Wednesday
1 p.m.
Spartanburg, S.C.

Baseball
The Citadel
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Charleston, S.C.

Baseball
Massachusetts
Friday
7 p.m.
Columbia, S.C.

Men’s Golf
SEC Championship
Friday
All Day
St. Simon’s Island, Ga. (Sea Island GC)

The Scene

TODAY

MINNOW WAGE
6:30 p.m.
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
4th and 8th grades
$5 cover

AJANI
5 and 8 p.m.
Nickelodeon Theatre, 917 Main St.
Jazz
$6.50

GRASS ROOTS: AFRICAN ORIGINS OF AN AMERICAN ART
8:30 p.m.
McKissick Museum, 816 Bull St.
Free

TOMORROW

LAKE CHARLES
6:30 p.m.
Elmwood Cemetery, 513 Elmwood Ave.
Free

DISC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA PRESENTS MARINA LOMAZOV, PIANO AND JAMES ACKLEY, TRUMPET
7:30 p.m.
58 students
Roger Center for the Arts, 1051 Greene St.

Crossword

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

Brought to you by:

Solution from 04/09/10

Across

1 Cotton unit (" - " is what)
5 San diego moniker
9 Earn a laik member
14 Same sights
15 Cage clapper
16 Bigger you take
20 Shopping list
21 Last summer days
23 Zest
25 Caesar member changing his mind (not a candidate)
27 Four in TSS word
29 Freedom subject
32 Troublesome with any Guernsey
33 Pay the real
35 Daughter
37 Double it slow
38 Four partner
39 City NW of Paris
40 Dotted in, in a "tune story"
41 Bartier
42 Take to the skies
43 Burnable
44 Kay of Chopin's "Military"
46 Information back one's side
53 "Are you a real boy?"
54 Big boy's toon
55 It's a " - " for
56 Bucky's banish
57 Seclusion
58 Diminishing return

Down

1 Tiny charmer
2 "So what"!
3 Twitted, to Sozli
4 James associated with three Beethoven symphonies
5 Hockey Hall of Fame nicotine
6 Rip the citizen
7 Muse holding a key
8 "Oh, that's life!"
10 Feast of the Eucharist
11 "But not for"
12 "Human..."
13 Actress Soher
14 "League of"
15 Nations muralist
16 "So what?"
17 "So what?"
18 Ruling
19 "So what?"
20 Going to the Sixes
21 "So what?"
22 "So what?"
23 "So what?"
24 "So what?"
25 "So what?"
26 "So what?"
27 "So what?"
28 "So what?"
29 "So what?"
30 "So what?"
31 "So what?"
32 "So what?"
33 "So what?"
34 "So what?"
35 "So what?"
36 "So what?"
37 "So what?"
38 "So what?"
39 "So what?"
40 "So what?"
41 "So what?"
42 "So what?"
43 "So what?"
44 "So what?"
45 "So what?"
46 "So what?"
47 "So what?"
48 "So what?"
49 "So what?"
50 "So what?"
51 "So what?"
52 "So what?"
53 "So what?"
54 "So what?"
55 "So what?"
56 "So what?"
57 "So what?"
58 "So what?"
59 "So what?"
60 "So what?"

Solution for 04/09/10

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
DeMars closes out final match at USC

For Carolina, a call for more accountability

Whichever may come this fall for Carolina Football, this past winter was the season that Carolina fans will call "the catalyst." With tough words from both ESPN’s Chris Low and Fox Sports’ Lee Corso, South Carolina head coach Steve Spurrier has brought up USC’s poor performance against UConn in the Papajohns.com Bowl.

Several times this offseason, Spurrier has said that his team’s “20-20 view” in the SEC East was the “20-20 view” or seeing the   
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